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Abstract

It has been observed by T. Edwards that the compact-open topology on

the family of continuous functions between topological spaces is the

weak topology induced on the family by a certain collection of continuous

compact-valued functions. In this paper, several of Edwards’ results are

generalized to the Φ-open topology of A. Wilansky, and it is shown that

Edwards’ discovery leads to a compact-open topology for families of set-
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valued functions between topological spaces. The collection of set-valued

functions endowed with this compact-open topology gives rise to an

imbedding theorem for the space of set-valued functions, which in turn,

in conjunction with results found in old papers of E. Michael, D. Wulbert

and R. Smithson, leads to characterizations of compact subsets of such

families from Hausdorff spaces and arbitrary spaces to Hausdorff spaces,

and sufficient conditions for members of such families to be first

countable and second countable.

In addition, several theorems on the first countability of the space of

compact-valued functions with one of the compact-open topologies of

Smithson are proved. One such theorem is the following generalization

of a result of R. Arens: If X is a Hausdorff hemicompact space and Y is a

Hausdorff locally compact second countable space, then the collection of

upper semicontinuous compact-valued functions α from X to Y satisfying

( ( )) FF ⊂αα −1  for each YF ⊂  is first countable.

All spaces will be topological spaces and no separation axioms will be

assumed unless explicitly stated. For a nonempty set X, let Φ be a

nonempty collection of nonempty subsets of X, and for a space Y, let Θ be

a nonempty collection of functions from X to Y. For each Φ∈K  and W

open in Y, let [ ] ( ){ }.:, WKWK ⊂Θ∈= gg  The collection of all such

[ ]WK ,  generates, as subbase, a topology on Θ which is called the

Φ-open topology by Wilansky [10]. If X is a space and Φ is the collection of

nonempty compact (closed) subsets of X, the Φ-open topology is the

familiar compact-open topology (is called the closed-open topology). The

family of nonempty compact (closed) subsets of X will be denoted by

( ),XX CK  and the topology on ( )XX CK  will be the finite topology [6]. If

X is a space, let ( )XO  be the collection of open subsets of X and, for

,XA ⊂  let ( ) ( ){ }VAXVA ⊂∈=∑ :O  (simply ( )x∑  if }).{xA =  For

sets X, Y, a set-valued function from X to Y is a function on X with

nonempty subsets of Y as values. If ϕ is a set-valued function from X to Y

and ( ),YBXA ⊂⊂  ( ) ( ){ }( )∅≠ϕ∈ϕ∈ BxXxxAx ∩∪ :  is denoted by

( ) ( ( ))BA 1−ϕϕ  and called the image of A (inverse image of B) under ϕ. If

X, Y are spaces, a set-valued function YX →ϕ :  is upper (lower)

semicontinuous u.s.c. (l.s.c.) at Xx ∈  if for each ( )( ) ( )( YWxW O∈ϕ∑∈
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satisfying ( )),1 Wx −ϕ∈  some ( )xV ∑∈  satisfies ( ) ( ( )).1 WVWV −ϕ⊂⊂ϕ

It is known and readily verified that ϕ is u.s.c (l.s.c.) at each Xx ∈  if

and only if ( )W1−ϕ  is closed (open) in X for each closed (open) subset W in

Y. In this case ϕ is said to be upper (lower) semicontinuous (u.s.c.) (l.s.c.);

a set-valued function which is u.s.c. and l.s.c. is called continuous. If Θ is

a nonempty collection of set-valued functions from X to Y and

,XK ⊂≠∅  then ( ) ( )KHK ϕ=ϕ  defines a set-valued function from Θ to

Y. Let XY  represent the set of functions from X to Y, let ( )YX ,SV  be

the family of all set-valued functions from X into Y, and let ( )YX ,uSV

be the collection of upper semicontinuous members of ( )., YXSV  Let

( )YX ,KV  be the collection of members of ( )YX ,uSV  with compact

values. It is known that members of ( )YX ,KV  preserve compact subsets

[8]. The discovery that the compact-open topology on a collection of

continuous functions between topological spaces is the weak topology for

a family of set-valued functions motivates an extension of the compact-

open topology to collections of set-valued functions. This compact-open

topology on a nonempty ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  will be denoted by .coT  Smithson

[7] has introduced a topology on a nonempty ( ),, YXSV⊂Θ  which

coincides with the compact-open topology in the case of single-valued

functions. This topology, generated by { ( ) ,: WF ⊂αΘ∈α  F compact in

X, W open in },Y  as subbase, will be denoted by .2C  Some of the main

results established in this paper for these topologies are listed below. In

the sequel, if X is a Hausdorff space, ,XK⊂Γ≠∅  and ,XK K∈

{ }FKF ⊂Γ∈ :  will be denoted by .KΓ  Without loss, assume KΓ  is

closed under finite intersections.

Definition 1 is from Smithson [9]. In this definition, a cover, Ω of a set

A is called a proper cover if ∅≠AN ∩  is satisfied for each .Ω∈N

Definition 1. A topological space X is called compactly second

countable if for each compact subset M of X, there is a countable

collection of open sets ∆ so that for each open finite proper cover Γ of M,
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there is a finite proper cover Λ of M such that ,∆⊂Λ  JH ΓΛ ⊂ ∪∪  and,

for each ,Γ∈J  some Λ∈H  satisfies .JH ⊂

(1°) If X and Y are spaces, then ( )YX ,KV  with the compact-open

topology is imbedded in the product space ( ) .XY KK

(2°) Let X, Y be spaces with Y Hausdorff and suppose ( )YX ,KV  has

the compact-open topology. Then ( )YX ,KV⊂Θ  is compact if and only if

(1) Θ is a closed subset of ( )YX ,KV  and

(2) ( )KµΘ∈µ∪  is a compact subset of Y for each .XK K∈

(3°) Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let XK⊂Γ

such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then ( )YX ,KV  endowed with the compact-open

topology is imbedded in the product space ( ) .ΓYK

(4°) Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let XK⊂Γ

be countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then ( )YX ,KV  endowed with the

compact-open topology is second countable if and only if Y is second

countable.

(5°) Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let XK⊂Γ

be countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then ( )YX ,KV  endowed with the

compact-open topology is metrizable if and only if Y is metrizable.

(6°) Let X be a Hausdorff space and let XK⊂Γ  be countable such

that .KF
K

=Γ∩  If Y is Hausdorff and compactly second countable, then

( )YX ,KV  endowed with the compact-open topology is first countable.

(7°) If X is a Hausdorff hemicompact space, and Y is a Hausdorff

locally compact second countable space, then { ( ) ( ( ))FYX 1:, −αα∈α KV

F⊂  for each }YF ⊂  endowed with Smithson’s topology 2C  is first

countable.
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Results. First, some of Edwards’ results on the compact-open

topology are generalized to the Φ-open topology of Wilansky [10].

Theorem 1. If Φ is a nonempty collection of nonempty subsets of X

and Y is a space, the Φ-open topology on a nonempty XY⊂Θ  is the

smallest topology on Θ for which YHK →Θ:  is u.s.c. on Θ for each

.Φ∈K

Proof. Let T  represent the Φ-open topology on Θ. If Φ∈K  and

( ),YW O∈  then for [ ] ,, T∈WK  [ ]( ) WWKHK ⊂,  so KH  is u.s.c.

Assume now that U  is a topology on Θ for which each KH  is u.s.c. Let

[ ]WK ,  be a subbasic element of T  and [ ]., WKf ∈  Then ( ) =fHK

( ) .WKf ⊂  Since ( ) YHK →Θ U,:  is u.s.c., choose U∈fV  with fVf ∈

and ( ) .WVH fK ⊂  Each fVh ∈  satisfies ( ) ( ) WKhhHK ⊂=  and

therefore [ ]., WKh ∈  Thus [ ] [ ] fWK VWK ,, ∪=  and hence [ ] ., U∈WK

This establishes that T  is the smallest topology on Θ for which each KH

is u.s.c.

Corollary 1. If Φ is a nonempty collection of nonempty subsets of X

and Y is a space, the Φ-open topology on a nonempty XY⊂Θ  is

generated by [ ] ( ){ }YWKWK O∈Φ∈=Λ ,:,  as subbase.

Proof. Let T  be the topology generated by Λ as subbase. Show that

T  is the Φ-open topology on Θ. Let TS ⊂  be a topology on Θ such that

KH  is u.s.c. for each ,Φ∈K  let [ ] ,, Λ∈WK  and let [ ]., WK∈ϕ  Then

( ) .WHK ⊂ϕ  Choose S∈ϕV  such that ϕ∈ϕ V  and ( ) .WVHK ⊂ϕ  Then

[ ] [ ] ., , S∈= ϕVWK WK∪  Hence T  is the Φ-open topology.

Theorem 2. If Φ is a collection of nonempty subsets of a set X

containing the family of singletons and Y is a space, the Φ-open topology

on a nonempty XY⊂Θ  is the smallest topology on Θ for which

YHK →Θ:  is continuous for each .Φ∈K

Proof. In view of Theorem 1 it need be shown that KH  is l.s.c. and

the proof will be complete. If Φ∈K  and ( ),YW O∈  then
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( ) { }( )∩ Kx xK WYHWH
∈

−− −−Θ= .11

Hence ( )WHK
1−  is open since { }xH  is u.s.c. from Theorem 1. Thus KH  is

l.s.c.

Corollary 2. The compact-open (closed-open) topology on a nonempty
XY⊂Θ  for spaces X, Y is the smallest topology on Θ for which

YHK →Θ:  is u.s.c. for each ( ).XXK CK∈

Corollary 3 [3]. For spaces X, Y the compact-open topology on a

nonempty XY⊂Θ  is the smallest topology on Θ for which YHK →Θ:

is continuous for each .XK K∈

Corollary 4. For spaces X, Y with X a Fréchet space, the closed-open

topology on a nonempty XY⊂Θ  is the smallest topology on Θ for which

YHK →Θ:  is continuous for each .XK C∈

Let X and Y be non-empty sets, let YXH →:  be a set-valued

function and let Y2  be the collection of non-empty subsets of Y. Define

the function YXH 2: →∗  by ( ) ( )xHxH =∗  for each x in X. The

function ∗H  is called the function induced by the set-valued function H.
For spaces X, Y, it is known that a set-valued function YXH →:  is

continuous if and only if YXH 2: →∗  is a continuous function when Y2

has the finite topology. Hence the following theorem and corollaries are
produced.

Theorem 3. If X, Y are spaces and Φ is a collection of subsets of X

containing the family of singletons, then a nonempty XY⊂Θ  with the

Φ-open topology is imbedded in ( )ΦY2  when Y2  has the finite topology.

Proof. The family of continuous functions { }Φ∈→Θ∗ KH Y
K :2:

separates points. So the conclusion follows from a well-known imbedding
theorem (see 6.6.2 in [10]).

Let ( )YX ,C  be the collection of continuous functions from the space

X to the space Y.
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Corollary 5 [3]. If X and Y are spaces, then a nonempty ( )YX ,C⊂Θ

with the compact-open topology is imbedded in ( ) .XY KK

Theorem 2 motivates a definition of a Φ-open (compact-open) topology

on a family of set-valued functions.

Definition 2. Let Φ be a nonempty collection of nonempty subsets of

X, and let Y be a space. The Φ-open topology on a nonempty

( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  is the smallest topology on Θ for which the set-valued

function YHK →Θ:  defined by ( ) ( )KHK µ=µ  is continuous for each

.Φ∈K  The notation ΦT  is used for this topology. If X is a space and

,XK=Φ  and 2CT =Φ  the topology is denoted by coT  and called the

compact-open topology.

Useful characterizations of ΦT  in terms of a subbasis and

convergence of nets with respect to ΦT  are given in Proposition 1,

Corollary 6, and Corollary 7. For ( ),, YXSV⊂Θ  a nonempty subset K of

X and a subset A of Y, let ( ) ( ){ }AKAKM ⊂µΘ∈µ= :,1  and let

( ) { ( )}.:, 1
2 AKAKM −µ⊂Θ∈µ=

Proposition 1. If Φ is a collection of nonempty subsets of X which

contains the family of singletons, Y is a space, and ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  is

nonempty, then ΦT  is the topology generated by all subsets ( ),,1 WKM

{ }( ),,2 WxM  where ( ),,, YWKXx O∈Φ∈∈  as subbase.

Proof. Let U  be the topology generated by the family of subsets

described in the statement of the proposition as subbase. For Xx ∈  and

( ) { }( ) { }( )WxMWHYW x ,, 2
1 =∈ −O  and { }( ) .,2 Φ∈ TWxM  Since

( ) ( )WKMWYHK ,1
1 −Θ=−−

and, since ( )WYHK −−1  is a ΦT -closed subset of Θ, ( ) .,1 Φ∈ TWKM

Hence .Φ⊂ TU  From the equations

( ) { }( ) ( ) ( )∪
Kx

KK WKMWYHWxMWH
∈

−− −Θ=−= ,,, 1
1

2
1
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for each Φ∈K  and ( ),YW O∈  it follows that KH  is a continuous

set-valued function for each Φ∈K  if Θ is endowed with the topology .U

Hence .UT ⊂Φ

The proofs of Corollaries 6 and 7 are omitted.

Corollary 6. Let Φ be a collection of nonempty subsets of X which

contains the family of singletons and Y be a space. If ( )YX ,SV  has the

topology ,ΦT  then a net nµ  in ( )YX ,SV  converges to ( )YX ,SV∈µ  if

and only if (1) ( ) WKn ⊂µ  is ultimately satisfied whenever Φ∈K  and

( )YW O∈  satisfy ( ) WK ⊂µ  and (2) ( ) ∅≠µ Wxn ∩  is ultimately

satisfied whenever ( )YWXx O∈∈ ,  satisfy ( ) .∅≠µ Wx ∩

Corollary 7. Let Φ be a collection of nonempty subsets of X which

contains the family of singletons and Y be a space. If ( )YX ,SV  has the

topology ,ΦT  then a net nµ  in ( )YX ,SV  converges to ( )YX ,SV∈µ  if

and only if ( ) ( )KKn µ→µ  in Y2  for each .Φ∈K

Proposition 2 will be utilized in the sequel. A proof is given for the
sake of completeness as the result is doubtless (at least in the case of
functions) part of the folklore of topology (see [2], page 252, exercise 8, for
the statement in the case of a continuous function and a decreasing
sequence of nonempty compact subsets).

Proposition 2. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and

let ( )., YXuSV∈ϕ  Then

( )∩∩
ΓΓ

ϕ=












ϕ FF

for any filterbase Γ of compact subsets on X.

Proof. Let ( )Fp ϕ∈ Γ∩  and define ≤  on Γ by 21 FF ≤  if ;12 FF ⊂

for each Γ∈F  choose FxF ∈  such that ( ).Fxp ϕ∈  Fix .0 Γ∈F  Then

the net ( ),, ≤Fx  which we simply call ,Fx  is ultimately in .0F  Some

subnet of ,Fx  called again ,Fx  converges to .0Fz ∈  For any ,Γ∈F

such a subnet is ultimately in F and hence has a subnet converging to
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some point in F. Since X is Hausdorff, it follows that .Fz ∈  Since ϕ is

u.s.c. it follows that for ( )( ),zW ϕ∑∈  ( ) WxF ⊂ϕ  ultimately and, hence,

( )zp ϕ∈  since Y is Fréchet.

Theorem 4. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let

XK⊂Γ  such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  For each nonempty ( ),, YXuSV⊂Θ

{ }Γ∈→Θ∗ FH Y
F :2:  separates points.

Proof. Suppose Θ∈ϑϕ,  and ( ) ( ).xx ϑ≠ϕ  Then, from Proposition 2,

( )
{ }

( ) ( )
{ }{ }

( )
{ }
∩∩ ∩∩

xx xx

FFxxFF
ΓΓ ΓΓ

ϑ=















ϑ=ϑ≠ϕ=
















ϕ=ϕ .

Choose { }xF Γ∈  satisfying ( ) ( ).FF ϑ≠ϕ  For this F, ( ) ( ).ϕ≠ϑ ∗∗
FF HH

Remark 1. The assumption of the existence of a collection XK⊂Γ
such that KF

K
=Γ∩  might appear to be somewhat artificial. However,

in a second countable Hausdorff locally compact space, a countable base
consisting of relatively compact open sets is such a Γ. Of course, XK  is

also such a Γ.

Remark 2. If X, Y are arbitrary spaces, and XK⊂Γ  contains the

collection of singletons, and ( ),, YXKV⊂Θ  it is easy to see that

{ }Γ∈→Θ∗ KYHK :: K  separates points.

Remark 3. If X, Y are arbitrary spaces, and XK⊂Γ  such that

,KF
K

=Γ∩  the topology generated on ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  by { ( ) :,1 WFM

( )}YWF O∈Γ∈ ,  as subbase will be denoted by .ΓT

Theorem 5. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let

XK⊂Γ  such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then 2CT =Γ  on ( )., YXKV⊂Θ

Proof. Clearly, .2CT ⊂Γ  Let W be open in Y, let Θ∈ϕ  and let

XK K∈  such that ( ) .WK ⊂ϕ  There is an KF Γ∈  satisfying ( ) .WF ⊂ϕ

Otherwise, ( ){ }KFWF Γ∈−ϕ :  is a filterbase of compact subsets on

the closed set WY −  and ( ) .∅≠−ϕΓ WF
K

∩  It then follows from
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Proposition 2 that ( ) ,∅≠−ϕ WK  a contradiction. Choose such an F and

let ( ).,1 WFM∈ϑ  Then ( ) ( ) .WFK ⊂ϑ⊂ϑ  Hence ( ) ⊂∈ϕ WFM ,1

( ),,1 WKM  and .2 Γ⊂ TC

Corollary 8. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let

XK⊂Γ  such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then coTT =Γ  on ( )., YXKV⊂Θ

Proof. This follows from the definition of coT  and Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let

XK⊂Γ  such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then ( )YX ,KV⊂Θ  with the compact-

open topology is imbedded in ( ) .ΓYK

Proof. From Theorem 5, ΓT  is the smallest topology on Θ for which

YHF →Θ:  is continuous for each ,Γ∈F  and coTT =Γ  from

Corollary 8. Moreover, FH  is point-compact, so { }Γ∈→Θ∗ FYHF :: K

is a family of continuous functions which separates points by Theorem 4.

Corollary 9. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, let

( )YX ,KV  have the compact-open topology. Then ( )YX ,KV  is imbedded

in the product space ( ) .XY KK

Remark 4. The conditions imposed on X, Y in Corollary 9 are

unnecessary since XK  contains the collection of singletons, and hence

{ ( ) }XKYYXHK KK ∈→∗ :,: KV  separates points.

The next theorem characterizes compact subsets of ( )., YXKV

Theorem 7. Let X, Y be Hausdorff spaces, and let XK⊂Γ  such that

.KF
K

=Γ∩  Then ( )YX ,KV⊂Θ  with the compact-open topology is

compact if and only if

(1) Θ is a closed subset of ( )YX ,KV  and

(2) ( )KµΘ∈µ∪  is a compact subset of Y for each .Γ∈K

Proof. First, the necessity of conditions (1) and (2) is established. As
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for (1), Θ is a closed subset of ( )YX ,KV  since YK  is Hausdorff [6], Θ is

compact, and ( )YX ,KV  is imbedded in the Hausdorff space ( ) .ΓYK

Now, let .Γ∈K  Since KH  is u.s.c. and point-compact it follows that

( ) ( )KHK µ=Θ Θ∈µ∪  is a compact subset of Y and (2) is established.

Assume now that conditions (1) and (2) hold. From Theorem 4.9.6 in [6],

for each ,Γ∈K  ( )[ ]ΘKHK  is compact. From above, there is a

homeomorphism (into)

( )[ ]∏
Γ

Θ=→Θ .: KHKPH

The topological space P  is compact by Tychonoff’s theorem. Since Θ is a

closed subset of ( ),, YXKV  ( )ΘH  is a closed subset of ( )ΓYK  and hence

of .P  Hence ( )ΘH  and Θ are compact.

The Hausdorff condition on X in Theorem 7 may be removed if

.XK=Γ

Theorem 8. Let X, Y be spaces with Y Hausdorff. Then ⊂Θ

( )YX ,KV  with the compact-open topology is compact if and only if

(1) Θ is a closed subset of ( )YX ,KV  and

(2) ( )KµΘ∈µ∪  is a compact subset of Y for each .XK K∈

Proof. See Remark 4.

Corollary 10. Let X, Y be spaces with Y Hausdorff. Then ( )YX ,KV

with the compact-open topology is compact if and only if ( )KµΘ∈µ∪  is a

compact subset of Y for each .XK K∈

In what follows, spaces X, Y are produced for which the space

( )YX ,KV  with the compact-open topology satisfies the properties of

second countability, metrizability, and first countability by imbedding the

space in a product space. A different approach is utilized to prove

Theorems 12 and 13, a second countability theorem and a first

countability theorem for ( )YX ,KV  equipped with Smithson’s topology
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.2C  The search for function spaces with these properties is motivated by

a paper of McCoy [5].

Theorem 9. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let

XK⊂Γ  be countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then ( )YX ,KV  endowed

with the compact-open topology is second countable if and only if Y is

second countable.

Proof. Suppose Y is second countable. Then YK  is second countable

[6]. From Theorem 6, ( )YX ,KV  is imbedded in ( ) ,ΓYK  a countable

product of second countable spaces. The proof of the other required

implication is obvious since Y is homeomorphic to the subspace of

constant functions from X to Y.

Theorem 10. Let X, Y be spaces with X Hausdorff, Y Fréchet, and let

XK⊂Γ  be countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  Then ( )YX ,KV  endowed

with the compact-open topology is metrizable if and only if Y is metrizable.

Proof. Replace “second countable” with “metrizable” in the proof of
Theorem 9.

Definition 3. A subset P of a topological space X has a countable

exterior base if there is a countable family of open subsets Ω of X such

that AP Ω= ∩  and for each ( )PV ∑∈  some Ω∈A  satisfies .VA ⊂

It has been shown that the hyperspace of compact subsets of a

Hausdorff space X is first countable if and only if X satisfies either of the

following conditions:

(1) [9] The space X is compactly second countable.

(2) [11] The space X is separable and each compact subset has a

countable exterior base.

Theorem 11. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let XK⊂Γ  be

countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  If Y is Hausdorff and compactly second

countable, then ( )YX ,KV  endowed with the compact-open topology is

first countable.
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Proof. From [9], YK  is first countable. From Theorem 6, ( )YX ,KV

is imbedded in ( ) ,ΓYK  a countable product of first countable spaces.

Theorem 12. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let XK⊂Γ  be

countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  If the Hausdorff space Y is second

countable, then ( )YX ,KV  with the topology 2C  is second countable.

Proof. Let B  be a countable base of open subsets of Y which is closed

under finite unions. Let D  be the collection of finite intersections of

elements of ( ){ }.,:,1 B∈Γ∈ HFHFM  Then D  is countable. Let W be

open in Y and let XK K∈  such that ( )( ).KW ϕ∑∈  Since ( )Kϕ  is

compact, choose ( )( )KV ϕ∑∈ ∩B  such that .WV ⊂  As in the proof of

Theorem 5, choose KF Γ∈  such that ( ) .VF ⊂ϕ  For such F, V, if

( )1 , ,M F W∈  then ( ) ( ) .K F V W⊂ ⊂ ⊂  Hence D  is a base for the

topology 2C  on ( )., YXKV

Theorem 13. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let XK⊂Γ  be

countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  If each nonempty compact subset of the

Hausdorff space Y has a countable exterior base, then ( )YX ,KV  with the

topology 2C  is first countable.

Proof. Let ( )YX ,KV∈ϕ  and for each ,Γ∈F  let { }...,2,1:, =kW kF

be a countable exterior base at ( ).Fϕ  Let B  be the collection of finite

intersections of elements of { ( ) }....,2,1,:, ,1 =Γ∈ kFWFM kF  Then B

is countable. It will now be shown that B  is a base at ϕ. Let W be open in

Y and let XK K∈  such that ( ) .WK ⊂ϕ  As in the proof of Theorem 5,

choose KF Γ∈  such that ( ) ,WF ⊂ϕ  and choose an integer m such that

( ) ., WWF mF ⊂⊂ϕ  If ( )1 ,, ,F mM F W∈  then ( ) ( ) , .F mK F W W⊂ ⊂ ⊂

Theorem 14. Let X be a locally compact space and let XK ⊂  be a

compact .δG  Then K has a countable exterior base.

Proof. Under the hypothesis K is the intersection of a sequence of
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compact neighborhoods .nK  If some ( )KW ∑∈  and every nK  satisfies

,∅≠−WKn  then .∅≠− WK

Theorem 15. Let X be a countably compact regular space and let

XK ⊂  be a compact .δG  Then K has a countable exterior base.

Proof. Under the hypothesis K is the intersection of a sequence of

closed neighborhoods .nK  If some ( )KW ∑∈  and every nK  satisfies

,∅≠−WKn  then .∅≠− WK

The following corollaries are consequences of the foregoing theorems.

Corollary 11. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let XK⊂Γ  be

countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  If Y is a countably compact regular

space such that each YK K∈  is a ,δG  then ( )( )2,, CYXKV  is first

countable.

Corollary 12. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let XK⊂Γ  be

countable such that .KF
K

=Γ∩  If Y is locally compact and Hausdorff

and each YK K∈  is a ,δG  then ( )( )2,, CYXKV  is first countable.

Corollary 13. If X is a locally compact second countable Hausdorff

space and each YK K∈  has a countable exterior base, then ( )YX ,KV

with the topology 2C  is first countable.

Arens [1] introduced the class of hemicompact spaces in 1946 and
proved that the space of real-valued continuous functions defined on such
a space is first countable when equipped with the compact-open topology.
A generalization of this result is established in Theorem 16.

Theorem 16. Let X be Hausdorff, hemicompact and Y be Hausdorff,

locally compact and second countable. Then the collection, ( ),,YXKV⊂D

endowed with the compact-open topology 2C  of Smithson, and satisfying

( ( )) FF ⊂αα −1  for each D∈α⊂ ,YF  is first countable.

Proof. Let Λ be a countable collection of compact subsets with the

properties provided by the assumption that X is hemicompact. Choose a

countable collection Ω of relatively compact open subsets of Y such that,
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for each compact subset K of Y, and open subset W of Y satisfying

,WK ⊂  some Ω∈QP,  satisfies ( ) .cl WQPPK ⊂⊂⊂⊂  For ,D∈α

let ∆ be the countable collection of nonempty subsets of the form

( ( )( ) ),,cl1
1 QPHM −α∩  where ,Λ∈H  ,, Ω∈QP  ( ) .cl QP ⊂  It is now

shown that the collection of finite intersections of members of ∆ is a

countable base at α. Suppose J is compact in X, W is open in Y and

( ) .WJ ⊂α  Choose ,, Ω∈QP  Λ∈H  satisfying ( ) ( ) ⊂⊂⊂⊂α QPPJ cl

W, .HJ ⊂  Then ( ( )( ) ) ( ( )( ) ) ⊂α⊂α∈α −− WPHMQPHM ,cl,cl 1
1

1
1 ∩∩

( ).,1 WJM

Definition 4. The point-open topology on a nonempty ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ

is the smallest topology on Θ for which the set-valued function

{ } YH x →Θ:  defined by { }( ) ( )xH x µ=µ  is continuous for each .Xx ∈

The notation poT  is used for this topology.

Proposition 3 may be proved by arguments similar to those in the
proof of Proposition 1.

Proposition 3. If ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  is nonempty, then poT  is the

topology generated by all subsets { }( ) { }( ),,,, 21 WxMWxM  where ,Xx ∈

( ),YW O∈  as subbase.

The topology poT  on the nonempty ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  is the same as the

topology 3T  on ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  defined by Smithson in [7].

Corollary 14 is a generalization of Theorem 4 on page 222 in [4] and
is similar to Theorem 2 in [7]. It may be proved by arguments like those
in the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 in [3].

Corollary 14. (1) The space ( )YX ,SV  is Hausdorff if and only if Y is

Hausdorff. (2) For Y Hausdorff, the space ( )YX ,SV  is regular (completely

regular) if and only if Y is regular (completely regular).

The topology on the nonempty ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  generated by subsets

( ) ( )WKMWKM ,,, 21  as subbase, where XK K∈  and ( ),YW O∈  is

called 3C  by Smithson [7]. Clearly, .32 CTC ⊂⊂ co
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Theorem 17. If Y is a Hausdorff space and ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  is compact

with the topology ,3C  then .32 CTCT === copo

Corollary 15. If Y is a Hausdorff space and ( )YX ,SV⊂Θ  is compact

with the topology ,3C  then 3C  is characterized in each of the following

ways:

(1) The weak topology generated by the collection of continuous

functions { }.:: XKYFHK KK ∈→∗

(2) The weak topology generated by the collection of continuous

functions { { } }.:: XxYH x ∈→Θ∗ K

(3) The smallest topology generated by the collection of u.s.c.
set-valued functions { }.:: XKYHK K∈→Θ
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